700 Series with flexible wooden arms

www.darrol.com

Colour
Standard body colour grey.
700 series can be delivered
in any RAL colour.
Any other requests please
contact Retailment for further
information, surcharge and
time of delivery.

Female and male
mannequins
EUR
DKK

375,00
2.825,00

We have simply chosen to keep the
"hanger shape" in order to optimize
the presentation of the merchandise,
respectively on the mannequin as well
as on the torso form.

Female 700 flex series
specifications without head

Female and male
torso without stand

Height
Chest
Waist
Hip
Inside leg
Shoe size
Heel height
Sitter plinth height

EUR
DKK

162 cm
88 cm
66 cm
84 cm
84 cm
Cont. 39
8 cm
45 cm

Male 700 flex series
specifications without head
Height
Chest
Waist
Hip
Inside leg
Shoe size
Sitter plinth height

170 cm
98 cm
84 cm
88 cm
90 cm
Cont. 44
45 cm

Stand ART-662. Color: Crome look

Flexible wooden arms with movable
fingers is a trend that has returned.
Darrol has chosen our own solution
where you do not have to use shoulder
pads or other padding to fill the area
between the shoulder joint and the
wooden arm to compensate for the
ugly folds that occur in - and around
this area.

Convert your
headless mannequin
or torso

Stand ART-662. Color: Crome look

Darrol 700 series
with flexible
wooden arms,
with head, or
as headless with
nice neck plates.

All dimensions are approximate
Each standing mannequin is
supplied with a Ø 42 cm round
glass base with calf spike
suport.

Torso: ART–797

Torso: ART–792

245,00
1.845,00

The system is based on the already well-known
Darrol neck-lock system, we offer a broad palette
of flexibility with a neck plate solution or a
abstract head. Standard finish neck plate is made
of fiberglass, but you can choose between wood
or metal finish and maybe even a solution with
your own logo, please contact your Darrol dealer
for surcharge and conditions regarding this option.
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Art-662 Stand
H 130 cm
EUR
DKK

The headless
mannequin
90,00
675,00

3

2

Simply remove
the neck plate

4

Option: All Darrol
stands applicable,
please contact
Retailment regarding
this option
Replace the neck plate
with your choice of
head

All done - you got a
mannequin with head

Option:
Light wood neck plate
Male: CAP M03
Female: CAP F03

Option:
Neck plate metal
Male: CAP M02
Female: CAP F02

EUR + 29,00
DKK + 220,00

EUR + 29,00
DKK + 220,00

Option: Logo plate,
please contact
Retailment regarding
this option

Female or male head

ART–795

ART–796
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ART–790

ART–791

Head female ART-855 Grey

Head male ART-831 Grey

EUR
DKK

+ 85,00
+ 615,00
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